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President’s Report
Hi folks
I can’t tell you how good it felt arriving at U3A and seeing
the carpark nearly full when we opened for the start of
Term 4 - a real highlight of the year. It has been a busy term
with preparing classes for the next term’s program – and it’s
looking great! I’d like to thank our very hardworking and
dedicated program team, Robyn Connolly, Rose Barnes and
Chris Clark for doing a tremendous job in organising our
classes, liaising with tutors, juggling rooms and finding
venues for our off-site classes.

Just prior to this term, we farewelled some of our
long-serving tutors and receptionists. We were also pleased
to be able to acknowledge the wonderful contribution of all
our volunteers and the time they give so generously to the
smooth running of our U3A.
Many of you may have noticed that we are utilising the
television in the kitchen area to relay messages to our
members, so as you are passing by on your way to class,
be sure to pause for a moment or two just to see if there is
anything of interest to you. Photos or video clips of groups,
performance, art or other activity are always welcome. Just
email them to president@bribieu3a.com.au and you may
just see them up on the screen.
Finally, air conditioning for the classrooms appears to be
repaired and as far as I am aware is working well.
Unfortunately, the air-con for the hall is going to take a
while longer, but maybe by the time you read this, the new
units will have been installed and working well.
As we near the end of term, I encourage you to re-enrol for
your Term 1, 2022 classes as soon as you can, so you don’t
miss out. I would like to thank all our members for their
understanding through a trying year. I wish each and
everyone of you a very Merry Christmas, best wishes for
2022, and have a safe and happy holiday season.
Maree Mosslar

Bribie Island U3A
Christmas Lunch
will be held on

Monday, 6th December 2021.
Join us at Solander Bowls Club from
11.45am. for lunch at 12.15
Menu
Served buffet of Ham, Chicken, Prawns

with various salads and vegetables.
Dessert: Christmas Pudding or Pavlova.
With complimentary drinks of white or red wine,
Orange juice or beer and tea or coffee.
Cost: $25 for members.
(with U3A subsidy)

Tickets on sale at Reception from
Wednesday, 10th November.
Anyone with special dietary requirements
please inform Reception
when purchasing tickets.
Remember: Tables will be for 8
and if you want to sit together,
you will need to pay and book together.
Sorry, no reservations.

Useful dates
Term 4 finishes: Friday, 3rd December 2021.
Christmas lunch: Monday, 6th December.
Bribie U3A ‘Masters and Apprentices’ exhibition
at Bribie Island Arts Centre scheduled: 24/1 to 6/2, 2022
Term 1: starts Monday, 31st Jan 2022 to Friday, 1st April
Bribie U3A AGM : Friday, 25th March
Term 2: starts Tuesday, 19th April

The planes will be flying! The borders will be open!
Hopefully 2022 will see a relaxation of regulations and greater freedom. This
could have some impact on future plans. When selecting your courses for the
start of the year please carefully consider the following:
Program planning is quite a complex process, where room and time allocation
and class size are all considered in consultation with tutors. It is disappointing when the room is not
being used to its full potential because of irregular attendance. The commitment of the volunteer
tutors deserves respect and when enrolling in a course it is hoped that members have the same
commitment to attend.
It is understandable that there are times when health and family issues impact on attendance, but
please do not enrol in a course, if you know that you will be travelling or are aware that you will be
absent for an extended period. Your consideration will allow others the opportunity to be involved.

Follow these simple steps and you will be ready when 2022 enrolment becomes available from Monday, 15th. November

Step 1 … Make sure that you are financial.
The membership dues of $10 for 2022 were to have been paid by 30th. October. Only 2022 financial members are able to

enrol in 2022 courses during the November enrolment period.

Step 2… Find out what is being offered.
Go to the website u3abribie.org.au where from Monday, 8th November you will find
1) the proposed timetable for term 1 2022
2) an overview of each of the courses
If you would like more information then have a chat with one of the Programming Team in the
workroom or discuss the course with a member who has already done the class.

Step 3… Plan your U3A program.
Record the course name, day and time to ensure that there are no clashes. Refunding or transferring funds because of an
error in class enrolment has administration implications.

Step 4 … Complete your enrolment in the workroom at U3A .

Term 1 2022 Course Enrolment
MONDAY 15 NOVEMBER - THURSDAY 25 NOVEMBER
Members must re-enrol in any course in which they are currently enrolled,
if they wish to continue in that course in 2022.
At the same time all new members and returning financial members are also able to enrol in a number of
courses that are new or returning courses that are being offered to a new group of members.

A small selection of these is advertised on the next page. The Program Team will email a more detailed
list of all those courses that have vacancies so please check your emails or the noticeboards.

COMPUTERS …...TECHNOLOGY
On Line Games …… Learn how to safely access and play games such as Tic Tac Toe, Scrabble, Backgammon, Outspell, Spider
Solitaire and Chess against the computer or on-line board games opponents. Wouldn’t that have been handy during
lockdowns?
Apps for Apple and Apps for Android will, in these short 3 week courses, help members to be more
confident in using their devices for daily activities using mobile applications, such as Weather (BOM), News,
Appointment reminders, Password management, Shopping, Sports, Travel, Google Maps and more.
Participants will need their own devices.
LANGUAGES … Whether it is simply the joy of learning something new or perhaps you have some future
travel plans, here is the opportunity to learn another language. Courses are available for beginners
in Indonesian, Chinese, French, French Conversation, Italian and Spanish.
SPECIAL INTEREST
1)

Why Dylan Matters …. was Bob Dylan, Rock and Roll Hall of Famer or classical poet or both? An
intriguing investigation of this controversial topic.

2)

Aeronauts to Astronauts … Come, board this one term course to experience flight and flyers from hot air balloons to moon
landings.

3)

Bribie’s Natural Environment …. Explore the unique characteristics of our Island’s fragile ecosystem, its flora and fauna,
sustainability, the impact of development and our role in preserving this special part of the world.

4)

Geography of Australia … Go beyond the geography of mountains and rivers and take an in-depth look into the geology,
meteorology and hydrology of our land. Examine cultural, political and urban geography, the environment and protected
areas as well as economic and social geography. In short, learn about the how, when, where and why that make up our
great continent and our role in keeping it that way.

5)

Social and Cultural History of Australia … What has affected Australia’s inhabitants both indigenous and migratory to
create the society of today? This informative course will not only highlight the differences and influences of a variety of
cultures but will also examine the effect of the major historical events that have occurred over the last 200
plus years and contributed to the culture of Australian society.

6)

Challenging the Mind ….Use it or lose it!!! ...Share the collective enjoyment of doing puzzles, games,
meditation and engaging in lively conversation on current topics. The group members enjoy challenges
they set for themselves and thrive on keeping their brains active.

GAMES …

1) 21st Century Board Games … Like board games? Then this is your chance to catch up with some of the most challenging and
up-to-date board games. With guidance from the tutor you will have the opportunity to play Worker placement, Abstract,
Co-operative and Deck Building. Legacy and Euro games like Catan, Viticulture, Pandemic, Dominion, Wingspan, Castle of
Burgundy, Clank, Agricola and Code Names could also be introduced.
2) LAWN BOWLS ….learn the skills of Lawn Bowls in a well structured 6 week course offered by members of the Bongaree Bowls
Club.

MONDAY, 29TH. NOVEMBER - FRIDAY, 3RD. DECEMBER
ANY FINANCIAL MEMBER is able to enrol in any remaining courses
that have vacancies.
These will be advertised by email and on the noticeboard by Monday, 29 Nov
Keeping in contact
Over the last 12 months U3A has relied heavily on the use of emails to keep our members informed.
Newsletters, notice of time changes and class cancellations, information relating to special events and
courses with vacancies are some of the emails that have been forwarded to date.
During Covid lockdowns, members of the committee hand delivered newsletters to over 150 members,
many of whom had simply neglected to inform U3A of their email address. This service will no longer be offered.
Emailing members will continue to be the most efficient method of communication used. Members who have not
recorded their email address with reception will unfortunately not be aware of the information being sent to members
and possibly miss out on opportunities that may arise. It is important that members be assured that the email address is
confidential and used only for U3A administration. On a few occasions we have been notified by members that they have
not received a certain email. If this occurs please check the message has not gone to “junk” mail.
It is understood that there is a small number of members who do not have access to technology to receive emails.
Hopefully these members will be able to receive information from a fellow member.

Bribie U3A Volunteers lunch
As Bribie U3A took the first steps to reopen after the latest Covid lock down, a ‘thank you’ lunch for our volunteers, the
keystone of our organization, heralded the re-start of term 4 amidst the excited feeling of meeting fellow members with
smiles, laughter and chatter, at Blueys’ restaurant at Woorim. On the cusp of celebrating our 30th Bribie U3A year in 2022
it was particularly appropriate to pay tribute to our 11 retiring long serving volunteers.
As Tutors, Receptionists and committee members their service totals 122 years: a reflection not only of their incredible
commitment, but also our appreciation of their invaluable service to U3A.

Farwelling our
retiring volunteers

Back row: Jim Binnie (Music), Ross Elliott (Art), Colin Christiansen (Computer & committee) , Maree Mosslar (President).
Front row: Chris Clark (Programmer) Maureen Shea (Family History), Ursula Maffey (Silk Painting)
Carolyn Frankcom (Mahjong & French & Committee) and Joy Berry (Bonsai)
Also retiring but unable to be present: Geoff Walker (French Tutor and Newsletter team), Albert Lutje, (Photoshop Elements) ,
Lesley Games (Tutor, Receptionist and committee member) and Flo McKay (Receptionist)

Maree and Chris lead
our appreciation of
Colin’s 15 plus years
service, as a tutor and
committee member.

Joy Berry (Bonsai tutor
for 20 years) thanked by
Chris Clark.

As Monday afternoon hosts the Threadcard group, it was a good opportunity to thank a
founder class member, Flo McKay. On behalf of U3A, Rose Barnes, a Programmer, recognized
the outstanding service by Flo as a Receptionist. Together we recalled the early days in
Montaut House on South Esplanade and then the transfer to our current location in 2005.
Throughout those years, Flo has unstintingly provided that patience, support and goodwill to
our members and the public that are hallmarks of her personality and underpin her personal
belief in the social value of belonging to and serving U3A.

Handy Hints
 A reminder that currently if you are on a class list, or on a regular U3A roster (like Reception) you do not need to use the

QLD app. or sign in at the front desk to check in at U3A. Your attendance in class is sufficient evidence. However if you
visit U3A for a different reason such as calling into Reception or the program team, you do need to sign in via the app. or
form at Reception. Currently we are asking members to wear masks as they move round the centres but are free to be
maskless when seated in class. Plus a reminder to enter U3A via the usual front door but leave via the Emergency exit to
the front carpark.
 Thank you to all the members who have told Tutors, Committee members and Receptionists how grateful they are for
U3A doing the necessary work for reopening the centre and how pleased they are to be back and enjoying U3A life.
Everyone really appreciates the smiles and the acknowledgments.
 With so many changes having needed to be implemented recently, there are occasions when individual members feel

they are being disadvantaged. We regret these occurrences but all our routines are guided by the need to be Covid safe
and we remind all members that all our staff are volunteers and always deserve to be treated respectfully and politely.

Bush Dancing – with Mike Watts
I’d never heard of bush dancing. Was it some form of waltz beside a billabong
or capers around a campfire? The best way to find out was to phone Mike.
Bush dancing was popular some 30 years ago and communities would have
dances regularly. The origins are seated in a thousand years of Celtic culture
in Irish, Scottish, Cornish, Welsh and the Galatian communities of Spain and
Portugal. Goodness! Celts in Spain? Apparently the Gallaeci settled in an
area north of the Douro River more than a millennia ago.
But how do you Bush Dance? Mike informed me that it’s a little like square
dancing but not as formal. There is still a caller and, during the dance, the calls will vary. At U3A the caller is Beth
Sowter, who generally plays the fiddle. There’s no set number of types of call; patterns of step are repeated. Participants
are walked through a dance and then the music starts and off they go. But this is live music - not recorded. ‘The Celtic
Minstrels’ comprises fiddles, concertina, an Irish drum, guitarist and bass player and was formed at the Abbey Mediaeval
festival two years ago when they were asked to play for the festival’s re-enactments. There are two singers, but mainly
they concentrate on dance tunes. Sometimes, when they perform off campus, they are joined by other non-regulars
including an Irish pipe player. That struck me as rather akin to a jazz jam session.
The U3A classes are proving to be popular and, these days, as soon as you mention ‘exercise’ enthusiasm rises. Mike has
plans to eventually run dances as well as classes. Mike and his wife moved to Bribie to be closer to his mother – and to
avoid those southern winters!! They were approached to offer classes after Maree Mosslar heard them play and, as Mike
said, ‘You don’t say no to Maree!’
So how did he start? ‘A bit of accident and interest,’ he said. When he lived in Tasmania he set up a company teaching
how to play Celtic music. There were classes in Scottish and Irish music featuring various instruments. As time went on
this moved to Victoria. Teaching music and dancing evolved. He did emphasise that, for him, the Celtic music and
dancing is more of a hobby than a business.
I stuck my nose into one class and was surprised at the speed with which the participants picked up the steps as they first
encountered a new dance and its format. The caller is right there beside the dancers and the band plays joyfully. The class
I first saw was dancing a slow number – I am assured that, at my second visit there is to be a much livelier effort.
Blow the exercise! This just looks like enormous fun plus a live band!!!

Bernie Hillier

Photos: of Mike’s
band at other events

Bribie U3A celebration
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As Bribie U3A swings towards its thirtieth
1994
birthday next year, I thought a nostalgic view of
U3A reopens on 3st January, 1994 and our
the early days might be interesting! Our
Syllabus may give readers an idea of what it’s all about
founders, Bette and Arnold Montaut, arriving in
and encourage some to make enquiries.
Bribie sought to recapture the pleasure they
First session
Second session
had enjoyed at U3A, in their hometown of Perth,
9am—10.30am
10.30 –12.00 noon
W.A. To start the journey they organised, in
Monday
Monday
1992, a public meeting and 30 people
World Travel
Music Theory
responded to discover, ‘What this U3A is all
People, Customs, History
Piano Keyboard
about!’
Arnold Montaut 408 3748
Chord Formations/Inversions
So here is a snapshot of Bribie U3A life on
Rhythm & Syncopation
Mondays, Term 1,1994. Their program may
Arnold Montaut 408 3748
look familiar and yet different to ours for 2022!
Sourced from ‘Leisure Island Magazine’ page 27
Arnold and Bette were both incredibly busy but
8 other volunteer tutors had offered their services later in the week!

Some observations
Have you noticed whenever there is a discussion on TV about Covid vaccination, you are shown footage of people being
vaccinated in the arm as if we are unable to imagine what the reporter is talking about? I’m just pleased people are rarely
injected in the backside these days, otherwise the News at 7 would be even less enjoyable.
I’ve noticed there seems to be a supposed demand for a new or a replacement bridge for Bribie Island. I think people
should think about what they wish for before taking action. You may recall the Bribie end of the bridge was repaired last
year when a leak was found in the newly refurbished underpass. How long did that take to repair with the attendant
disruption to our daily routines…. 6 months…. 8 months? Just imagine the chaos if a new bridge were to be built.
My three year old granddaughter’s family has recently had a new baby boy. We gave our granddaughter a dolly which she
immediately cradled in her arms, cuddled and claimed she loved, then she tossed it over her shoulder for the dog. Let’s
hope that is not a scene to be repeated in real life.
We saw a camper van drive under a low canopy and crunch the air conditioning unit on its roof. It reminded me of a similar
situation when I drove a camper van into a supermarket car park that had a metal bar hanging on chains advising the low
headroom. As I clunked into the bar, why did I duck?
We received a letter the other day, remember them? Anyway here is the postmark from Australia Post.

Looks to me like the wording should have been
BE SAFE AND AMPUTATE!

Greg Sibthorpe.

Bribie U3A Art groups are enthusiastically planning for their 2022 annual art
exhibition at BICAS (Bribie Island Arts Centre). The exhibition is named to reflect the
structure of art at U3A. The Masters, our esteemed tutors give their expertise and
time to the students - the Apprentices. Although the study pattern has been
somewhat interrupted over the last two years, creativity is flowing and with work
Vic’s Aus. Landscape Acrylic grp chase clouds

from 16 groups, will include pencil, pen, acrylic, mixed media and watercolour,
alongside Silk Painting and Pottery.

The exhibition is scheduled for the Arts Centre at 151, Sunderland Avenue, Banksia Beach from Tuesday, January 25th to
February 6th. The artists hope you, your family, friends and island visitors will come and enjoy the creations. The Arts
centre is open with free entry, from Tuesdays to Sundays, from 9am to 4pm (Sunday closes at 1pm) and of course, the Café
is open for refreshments every day!

Artists’ Workshop group plan their exhibits.

Jon at work in
Art Unlimited
Mixed Media group trial their exhibits

Around the Traps and Off-campus activites at U3A - Ann Jones
In my odd hallucinatory moments, I see Bribie Island U3A as a Mother Octopus enfolding members of her
family into her long protective arms.
In the early days, when the number of members surged, the overloaded home base demanded more venues
and Mother Octopus reached out further to tutor’s home and various small sites.
When the Covid crisis arrived and restrictions reduced the numbers on the home base even further, even
more off-campus venues were sought, and Mother Octopus extended her tentacles further still to include BICAS as a site.
On this page we look at some more of our present off-campus classes.

Acrylics and Beyond
Studio 2 at BICAS is the surrogate home to this very popular,
working together art group which originated 3 years ago with
Ann Williamson as the mentor and is now guided by Josh Law.
As you see from the photo it is a crowded, messy and busy
workspace, buzzing with excitement and energy; where
colour oozes through the easels; where students are encouraged to expand their knowledge of past masters, experiencing
new techniques and mediums and where a sense of belonging and companionship are embraced just as in the many U3A
classrooms on Bribie. Ann and Josh’s class meet on Wednesdays from 9.00am to 1.00pm in Studio 2 of The Bribie Island Art
Centre. If the room is empty when you visit, check the surrounding gardens. They sometimes paint there!
Nancy Jack introduces the Crochet group
Our class meets off-site at Coungeau House on Wednesdays. We
enrolled at U3A as strangers but soon friendships were formed.
Our classes are sometimes noisy, unruly, full of chatter
(therapy!!!), but all tasks requested by the tutor, are always
completed. Many happy lunches have been well attended (more therapy!!!)
The Happy Hookers, our crochet class, happily support all fundraising, raffles and events when approached.

Card making

While I chatted with Di Greenaway about her card making
class, she gave me an intricate account of the procedures for
making cards. But I soon became lost in the language of this
creative world as she talked about washi tapes, patterns,
dies, embossing and cardstock!

What an exciting craft! Each card can be designed to suit a
special occasion or given as a personal gift for friends or
family. You can make friendship, birthday or thank you
cards and there is the fascinating ‘never-ending ‘ card! I didn’t learn to make cards that afternoon, but realised that the
only barrier was my imagination. This friendly group meet every Wednesday at Coungeau House, essentially to create
exciting craft, but also for a social chat and a lot of camaraderie!
Rummy
All game enthusiasts have a choice with regard to playing the large family of
games - canasta, mahjong, rummikub, gin rummy, Indian and 500 rum. But
generally, the same principle of drawing and discarding with a view to
melding applies.
You also have a choice when deciding where rummy originated - either in
Mexico or in China. Take your pick. It was sometime around the nineteenth
century. You also have a choice about the name ‘Rummy’. Some think it was derived from the British slang word rum,
meaning odd, strange or queer. Others say the origin lies in the game, Rum Poker. And some think it may have originated
in Bundaberg! It really is of no consequence, unless you are an historian, as long as everyone enjoys their game of Rummy,
when the quiet hush of concentration overrides the usual chatter!

That will be $1000, chasing
birds is not a reasonable
excuse to be outside.

Do we look like
we made our
reservations
on line?

The old West

A
The Manager at our
local IKEA is retiring,
so I sent him this

SQUARE UP
Each letter in the grid represents a number
from 1 to 6. the numbers in the blue boxes
are the sum of the values of all the letters
in the row or column behind it. Work out
the numbers represented by each letter.
Write the letters in the smaller grid and you
will work out the name of a U3A course.
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How many words of four letters or more can you make
from these letters? In every word each letter must be
used only once but the centre letter must be included in
every word.
Thank you to joke and puzzle
creators for lifting our spirits
Is the Border open yet?
New style Covid benches!
Answers to Term 3’s puzzle

If you look closely,
you will see a lion
under that tree!

